Ratatouille Seminar

February 27th - 12h30 - Chez Marie
Join us to listen to great science and eat pizza with Pablo and Deepanjan

Pablo J. SÁEZ
PostDoc - Cellular Biology and Cancer Departement
«Solving traps during chemotaxis»

Deepanjan GHOSH
PhD Student- Structure and Photoactivatable Probes for Nucleic Acids and Kinases
«G-quadruplex binding drugs and radiosensitization- A curious relationship»

Contact:
Manon BARUTAUT
Mathilde DURA
Daniel, Ming-Kang LEE
Mathieu SCHULZ

ADoc
Institut Curie
Discover Science career in Academia!
and discuss with our speakers in a relaxed atmosphere about being a...

Pl outside France:
Dr. Joan BARAU

Pl in France:
Dr. Julie CHAUMEIL

Research Engineer:
Dr. Céline CHAUVIN

Lecturer:
Dr. Julien HENRI

March 28th - 17H00 - Chez Marie
Food will be served!
Ratatouille Seminar

April 26th - 12h30 - Chez Marie
Join us to listen to great science and eat pizza with Yuya and Tommaso

Yuya SANAKI
PostDoc- Team Pierre Leopold
«Hyperinsulinemia drives tumor development by abrogating cell competition»

Tommaso GALGANI
PhD Student- Team Mathieu Coppey/ Bassam Haji
«Advanced single molecule fluorescence microscopy in living cells»

Contact:
Manon BARUTAULT
(manon.bartault@curie.fr)
Mathilde DURA
(mathilde.dura@curie.fr)
Daniel, Ming-Kang LEE
(ming-kang.lee@curie.fr)
Silvia, BENITO-MARTINEZ
(silvia.bento-martinez@curie.fr)
Mathieu SCHULZ
(mathieu.schulz@curie.fr)
RATATOUILLE SEMINAR

May 22nd - 12h30 - Chez Marie
Join us to listen to great science and eat pizza with Ozge and Dureen!

Ozge OZGUC
PhD Student - Team Maître
«PeCoWaCo : Rhythmic ‘dance’ of cells in pre-implantation mouse embryo».

Dureen SAMANDAR EWEIS
PhD Student- Team Sykes/Plastino
«Asymmetric cell division in different Nematode species».

Contact:
Mathilde DURA
(mathilde.dura@curie.fr)
Daniel, Ming-Kang LEE
(ming-kang.lee@curie.fr)
Silvia, BENITO-MARTINEZ
(silvia.benito-martinez@curie.fr)
Mathieu SCHULZ
(mathieu.schulz@curie.fr)

ADX
Institut Curie